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Who needs a library full of books if I can just download a digital copy to by Kindle?
- Instant access, without traveling to library
- Full-text search

Yet, eBooks sales are now in decline and paper book sales are on the rise.

And (transition to next slide…) libraries are full of 
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How have libraries adapted?

Have they been successful? Why and why not?
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The librarian really needs to know how the system works and how the corpus is 
structured, classified, and labeled.
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Current view: Complex storage format and outdated technology – lots of decisions 
seem to be around saving disk space. But MARC records contain lots of detailed and 
granular data and the system is in place.

Joe’s story: He had a library patron ask him for all of the Japanese newspapers in the 
Carleton library collection. Joe knew the MARC code for Japan in the country field 
and the MARC code for newspaper in the Type field. Put those two together and you 
have all of the Japanese newspapers.

Note that this system is for librarians, not patrons.

Henriette Avram: American computer scientist.
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Search has topic, but not author or title
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This is what the DeZelar-Tiedman reading was about.

People (no experts or librarians) tag content and others can use those tags to find 
information. It is like crowdsourced cataloging.

- No controlled vocabulary.
- No hierarchy.
- Reflects natural language
- Consensus typically emerges for “aboutness” of resources 
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https://www.bklynlibrary.org/bookmatch
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Talk about the librarians evolving role in helping people find information.
- How to formulate a search
- Knowledge about key resources and journals
- Google-style searches are better for finding a result or two, not for exhaustive 

research

- Joe’s story about MARC records and Japanese Newspapers
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Make sure that the cataloging discussion covers Hjorland and the question of 
whether you need to catalog at all if you have full-text search.
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Transition: But digitization isn’t only about information retrieval and cataloging. The 
content itself is increasingly digital. What does that mean? 
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Talkie = movie with sound
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Mention Borges short story and Vannevar Bush’s memex

Note that HTML/Hyptertext is a way to deliver content , it is also key for information 
retrieval for two reasons – 1) moving from one resources to the nextvia links and 2) 
Machines using links to understand how documents are related.

Photo from 1969 “shows HES on an IBM 2250 Mod 4 display station, including 
lightpen and programmed function keyboard, channel coupled to Brown's IBM 
360 mainframe.”
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_360


Talkie = movie with sound
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I couldn’t find a definitive answer about which academic journal was online first, but 
JSTOR made a bunch of academic content available online early in the game.
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There’s a ridiculous amount of content online.
- Some is unique content that isn’t in library collections.
- Some is digital versions of traditional library content, like journals and periodicals.
- Some is freely available, some requires payment – often libraries pay these 

subscription fees on behalf of patrons.

So, with all of this content online, much of it free, why do we need library content?
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Copyright: Went outside of public domain
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Cost of internet connection and computer
Paid access to journals
Guidance about what’s good
Traditional library content that isn’t online

Another question: How do you look for internet-native content AND traditional library 
content at the same time?
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Cost of internet connection and computer
Paid access to journals
Guidance about what’s good
Traditional library content that isn’t online

Another question: How do you look for internet-native content AND traditional library 
content at the same time?
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